client success story

Western Computer Fuels
Marketing and Content Strategy
with The Partner Marketing Group’s Channel
and Industry Expertise

For more than 30 years, Western Computer has been dedicated to helping their
customers get maximum value from their technology investments. They are a
leading Microsoft partner, specializing in Microsoft Dynamics ERP implementations,
upgrades, training, support, integrations and custom development. With a small
marketing team, they depend on The Partner Marketing Group for their channel
and technology expertise, superior work and ongoing collaboration.

Client:

Western Computer

Solutions:

Marketing Strategy
Marketing Content

Find more information at:

www.thepartnermarketinggroup.com

The Value
of Experience
When Amanda Sherry joined the marketing team in early 2015, Western Computer’s president
recommended she work with The Partner Marketing Group.
The partnership began based on their expertise in the Microsoft channel, but also because both
leadership teams are avid supporters of women in technology. Being new to the channel,
Amanda appreciated having a marketing partner she could rely on right away.

With other vendors, you have to go
through a period of educating them
which is a huge roadblock. Everyone at
The Partner Marketing Group has been
in this industry for years so we’ve never
had to question their knowledge. They
bring value to the partnership instantly
because they are able to focus their
time and attention on helping us meet
our goals, not on learning our products
or market.”

www.ThePartnerMarketingGroup.com
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A Collaborative Partnership
Built On Trust
Now the Director of Marketing, Amanda has developed a trusted relationship with The Partner
Marketing Group and relies on them for several elements of their marketing strategy. More
important, she knows she can depend on them for honest feedback and creative ideas.

I can call them up and tell them what
I’m thinking, and I know they will be
open and honest. It’s a collaborative
effort and I never feel like they are
penny pinching or charging for every
conversation like others often do.”
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www.ThePartnerMarketingGroup.com

Quality, Consistent Content
Amanda is a firm believer that a successful marketing strategy depends heavily on quality
and consistent content. They implemented a robust content management platform in 2018
and lean on The Partner Marketing Group to fuel their content engine.

Engaging Blog Articles
After discovering their blog was driving the most traffic to their website, Amanda knew
articles should be a top priority. The Partner Marketing Group writes, or helps edit, more
than 80% of their blog articles, from promoting events or content to more complex thought
leadership blogs.
“I can set up an interview with our subject matter experts and they understand how
to ask the right questions and translate our thoughts into engaging and educational
articles, as opposed to articles any partner can publish. We get articles that are unique
to our voice and views because they invest the time and resources to get to know us
that well.”
Each blog also includes focus keywords and two social posts to promote the blogs. “It’s
really convenient to pull out those social posts once the blog is published,” says Amanda.

Results-driven Web Content
The Partner Marketing Group has helped Western Computer create several new
landing pages for products and industries. Amanda appreciates the extra effort of the
TPMG team.
“Other vendors I have worked with just delivered copy and that’s it. The Partner Marketing
Group takes it steps further and considers how messaging and pages should flow, SEO and
keywords, calls to action and our overall goals for our website. They have taken the time to
understand our CMS and modular page layout to deliver content that can easily be turned
into a designed landing page. They are always willing to review it and give me feedback
after it’s live. This is something that has been unique to TPMG.”
She reports a recent revamped landing page saw a 131% increase in
new sessions and 107% increase in new users in the first 3 months.
www.ThePartnerMarketingGroup.com
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Vertical Industry Marketing
Western Computer caters to several complex industries, and Amanda knows The
Partner Marketing Group can help her approach any market with an understanding of the
pain points of the industry.
For example, a focus on the distribution industry and Western Computer’s new Dynamics 365
apps for distributors resulted in several successful projects, including:
g EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

g INFOGRAPHIC

g APPSOURCE CONTENT

g WEB PAGES

g SALES SHEETS

g WHITE PAPER

g BLOG ARTICLES

g EVENT MESSAGING/
COLLATERAL

It’s More Than Marketing
Amanda doesn’t just value The Partner Marketing Group relationship for quality content or
the time and stress they save her.
She also appreciates their personal attention and understanding of how Western Computer’s
approval and scheduling process works. “They keep projects on track without being pushy,
which seems like a small thing, but it’s very important to me.”
Both Amanda and Michelle Glennie—Co-Founder, Partner and COO of The Partner
Marketing Group—are both actively involved with the Channel Marketing Alliance where
they share a passion for helping the Microsoft marketing community.

There is a level of trust that comes
from their proven dedication to our
success, and that comes through in
the content. They genuinely care
about their clients and this industry,
and it shows in their work.”

CONTACT US TO FUEL YOUR MARKETING!
www.ThePartnerMarketingGroup.com | 734.425.7414

